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paper n the central. and ,distinctive contribution of lEn ledge to
. .

- 1

teaching combines philosophical analysis with a of work in research= -

On teaching, studentconceptiona,- and Curriculum.:'

'

contains two main pointa:' (1) thai-Content knowledge- --a logical'

hierarchical argument
=

preconditiat for the activities ofteaching, and (2)' that tLe firm grasp- of
- .

. . .

subject matter has to be relexed'to allow for ita pedagogical, fluid control,

that isr the ektent to which teachers hold knowledge
,.'

and keep the debr open points ..ofdifferent points view. -Lacks the depth-and

.

assurance teact knowledge .of content . :man act asconceptual and
o

h ease and flexibility

behaviotal traps..that lead teachers and _ students away fromeducAtion to

autward_forms of-- achievement,. misconceptions,ption and..p_ocedural:coneerns.

-fiCtual and conceptual-Control sub Jett' matter 'is not enough for teachers..

GiVen-the pedagogical requiremdnt-for fldxible control, of subject matter,

knowledge of epistemology and history a specific preparation

teaching. ,gnowledge of this'-kind deepens understanding of iubject'matter,
,

entourage the wbility of teacher conceptions, and yields pedagogical

Xnowledge in the fix,- of multiple and-fluid conceptions. Poiicy,implica-ions

of this argument for the curriculum Of-teachereducation selection into-the

rofess and Conventional-odes of classrooi-ipAucti n are-aiscuased.



THE PRIORITY OF -NOWLEDGE AND UNDERSTANDING TN -TEACHING-T-,

Let me begin by tell

I often discuss with the class

Who Cares-for Content?

rig a story. At the ,beginning of one of my c

tfeschers-,=Schwab's -(1978)- comonplaceb

efucatiori. After arguing for the cwordination. _ of learner

content and milieu (or enVironment in educational thery pratice, and
policy, I give--.0tudents the teak of rank - ordering' these- conmodpiacis.

rank-ordering were sensible at all, would xou put first?' F

reasofis? Based on-which assumptfond? This exercise leads.£0 group work in

mice of the fourwhich thoughts; argument and evidence about the

commonplaces are discussed and presented t: the class.

When

would sot

ventured into teacher education,
et .

themselves out by student loyalty to- each" of the commonplaces, and

I:assu ed _; that four: group?

, -
that- each coc2onplaoe' ;Auld get a fair ?hare of the votes. Now I 'know: better:

Ina class of about 30 students, content sometimes musters no partisan at 111,

'Sections_ of this work appeared in an earlier article, entitled =rme
Flight:. Away. from- Content i Teacheir- Rducat ion arid- Tdaching; ,inIthe Journal of
Curriculum- Stndieg, .1982, .14 81.---T68.%: The author wishes to;'thank Charles
Andets on, -Jere-Brophy, --Sharon±Feimin, Tom C.66-dT Richard Frayat John Schwilla,
andIan Westbury" for their criticisl-:and comments .:-. She has= drawn much profit'
frOm Hobert Zloden.s suggestions1_ e ecia y ilin wri.tIng the last part bf the. -

paper. Mary Mowry by assisted in manue9ript preparation. .
. e -

. , ...
.

2Ttiis' work supercedes and replaces Occasional Faber. No. 38 of
.

IRT
,. /

publications. ,-.. -. _ : , 'i - -

- . 4 .

3Markret Bucnriann is coordinator' of the 'Conceptua l Analyti Project and
_

an assistant professor,of teacher _education.
,-



milieu getr stwo %Lot

_
commonplaw

-

formed b

Aft

fetter three =to six The -rother. vetes go- to the feu
. .

ludent.

ercion.

.
about ec -e- halm then to. be

pv4Wentations , the class takes -a second.
- -

always A10161 votes away fro

very few

contend

A

_Eddcat

udent to teacher and ma

v C-421 Ian again, content. And ,there are other

Tbed little or no idportance

Tioak-sponiored by the- Natio-Asa Society For the.84dy

examples-of

. _

ed Improving Educational Standards and Productivity:, The

Research- Basis for Policy (Walberg -1982),- ,,covers- in hrqv parts- people
a .

jprecespen , ,and contexts invorved in education. -There a chapter on

extracurricular activities, but nothing on the .content education.* In the

1983 call for papers for the meeting f- the American Association of Colleg

for Teacher Education, 'Essential Knowledge for Beginning.Educato

include the evaluation of learning and

' topics

Cher evaluation, instructional

"planning and mandgemen and the influence of context. Content knowledge is

not ted: Who cares for_ _

4

content. Th is is 'a disturbing question.

4A .- people do care. For instance, the Content Deteiminants Projec
. .

Institute for Research on Teaching, Michigan State Univeraity, investigates
._ .`institutional and social influences on teachers' content, decisions in

. . --
elementary school mathdmatics. (See, for example, Schwille, Porter, Belli,
Floapn, Freeman, Knappen', Kehs, & Schmidt in- press;. Floden, Porter, Sehmidt,-
Freeman &_Schwille, 1981; Freeman,. Kuhs,_P_o_rter_Knappen,-1?ol.ep;-,-S-chmidt, &----:---.------
Schwille, Note 1 ) . Currently` this team of - .,researchresearchers - is' conduceing studies

:_at the state, district, schOdl, and classroom level to find, out how state .and
. -

&is tiier -policies influence content taught, as opposed to the _influences pf'
. . ,

teacher codvictions and the:opinions-of other teachers. ': -',-

At the same univetsit a program for teacher prei.aratidn'-be)lun'hY-Jerey, .
,

CenfreY_an0 7now'leA by Glenn Berkheither, 'has*-been -aPprayed dg w.piloi _program.-
It : begins :with ,- a course combining .studY- of children '-s understanding . of:. sub ject'
Matter-..with-jstay',ok= the- ep.4:14imolbgical : foundationk' Of --four, kocar-atihjeet _

,mattera.,-- %Ther tentative foundation=., of "subject-matter- knowledge is 'a/theme
eontinuing through° the 'program

-is -supervised .hy, faculty with .4X0ertise in the, particular academic content
.

-.-
. ...

areas. _
.'... . .

, ,



Why Should Anyone-Care?.

All professionals use knowledge. In teaching, knoWledge enters into pro-

fessional work in,a-u ique fashion: Knowledge is what teething is-about.

:-. teachers to act in a way that does justice to this_ intrinsic connection, they

need,:t lia4econten knowledge. To'scquire, for example,Ailivery skills

poin less unless teachers know something they can delive Yet curriNau

-practices and development

interpreted as a flight-away

in many colleges of education and schools can

from content. 'Curricula

such as 'interpersonal communication . presservice` work -for tenchere emphasizes

nelude life

teaching

..add to the

degiee of mastery

egies and skills. These skills may be useful, but they:Ao'nqp

knowledge that s required. or teaching..

of teaching skills eanoovercome

given content knowledge, something can be' taught.,

_

The- flight awe-, horn content in education

away from-what ms essential

-it. In thie'paper

e.dvancing:content.

In feet, while

ticks 'in conlent knoWledge, -
. .

_light o-the periphery::

to the field, to what is of lee8er importance'- tu.

I offer consid one, whichi-in their sum total, aim at

equal ranlesomig the commonplacest a positioE:

oteducation. argument is hierarchical. After discuasingcontegnt

knowledge:a -a..logical precondition forteaehing examine the yields: of

different-levels And kinclA

Content lCn

content knowledge for the work that teache

ledge as -a- Precondition `for Teaching.

__Green (101) analyses-the activities -o teaching in away that allows

to detedt and desdribe7this flight to the _periphery. Under his firit category

one

7.

of activities of teaching, logical acts, Green subsumes activities sues: as

explaining, concludingi demonAtrating, anci.givine-reasons. -These:logical act

_-
-

relate to the element_lof reasoning in the "practice 'Of teaching. . His second .

=



category, strategic acts, includes disciliing, evaluating, motivating, and

planning.- These a vities have to do wjth the 'd rection and encouragement of..

students and the organizsstion of lessons and cl.assrncm life. Teachers also

collect milk money, patrol hal keep records. , and consult with parents and

specialists- these he calls institutional

Green admits that the categories of logical, strategic

come up with additionsacts. are` impedise

-
teacher activities,

(he can ,eas

and institutional

his lists .o

and it may :be difficult to...place. ome aspects, of the wor

of teachers under =these three headings. What is important. and

. -
Green's categOrie

-

ing.out-dlearry'the activiti

s that they roughly describe what teachers

helpful about

k

whil- e mark-
-,

ithout which.teaching cad still occur. The

'iaht tuttonal activities of teachers "ire no way .required by-theqaEre of
.

,

teaching itself.. --

on even when the institutional acts of teaching aretlL._6ojng 5 em-

phasis in the origxnal). .Socratea did not collect milk money. That, however

'did. not make him 'le . of .a tedcher.

-Strategic -and logical acts, on the other -hand, are required by the nature

ToAache s:who never explain or= dimonstrate anything; who neither

ansia questions; nor_ question an ers, may be engaged

but-they.do not teach; Classroom life that shows no evidence of teacher
_ .

planning in

in some _useful a t vity,--

instruction, where rnlei.for behavior create no order, and where

_teacher interest in pupil 1 ning is= not_ discernible, would leave one

puzzled. Where neither the logical nor ihe stTategic acts f- teaching occur,

s unlikely that teaching is going or

interpret Green's categories as going from the -central -t

periphera natituti.onal.acts be n arthest off-ceaiir. To.rever
a

closer to the center means
d
-

to focus on _ the.logical and stgrategic activ'ities

to. what-



70-

teaching. These activities, howeveT, presuppose a content on .which they
. -

ean'be-exarcised. .Second, and'epre.imporiantly,-thelogical and strategic'.

activities of teaching presuppose subject- natter knowledge on the part .ofq

teacher

The fo illustrates' this

reported.in a
t'-

y Lampert (Note

:a teacher -

en year old boy 'asked_ fourth 'grade.teacher: "pees Dataman have
eyes?" -He was wendering'abnitt his hand-held computer game that looks
'likea robot.- "It not, boxedoes he._know if _my answers are right?" (p.1)

acher fglt that ehi-s question was silti; Ahe judged the boy 'as not_ very

smart and ied whether .he could'Iearn what she would teach over the course

of 'the year. Then, in what Lampert calks the role of .teacher "as a providL-

of right answers she ,told the child that.Datamen

in discussing the inci

,

re§lly know.exactly how the_machine Works.

nt with other. teachers she-

(p.

aa'4programmed" ;However,

conceded that "she did not_

Unless they'_already know what being- .programmed means-, to, tell children

that Dataman is pr6grammed will not result in an-increasA ©f knowledge and
a

.

understanding.- However, -ithont. unders

the teacher cannot answerstudent:qugetions in a fashion-that-promotes
- ,

- .

thet inward woi-kings- of Dataman,

learning.

the 'meaning of-"teaching"-is an understanding of what be
,

,

taught. Itwould be oddto:expect a_ teacher-- to,plana legeon on, :for

instance, writing reports in science and to evaluate related student
_

_ -

signments) while ailmitting=that the teacher is:ignorant about writing as
, , _

7 . =

Jell as science and does not understand what student, progress in writing

_ ,
1

. .

science' might mean 'Through a-case Study of curriculum change,

6ICKinney, and,Weetbury'(1975)_ ahow j -what-,kind'of planning --with what-kinds'-^
. -

' t

_ =.

,f- results -pis to be expected where-contantknowledge'ia lading. _The-work
.



.ed at nn f_h 'science currictildm wide 0.-.

here is 'its. final result:

es-7 -12 took two years;

The committee members did the easiest thing:they could do. -They ply-
copied the chapter topics into- the major 'areas column of the .guide`-for .

each_-_coursa-E-rom the primary textbook for that Course. p. .28
9 0

GL_---Nren lacks-in teacher preparation and resources,, there was no significant

W.

outcome of the work of the science curriculum committee'.. Nothing changed
.- .

0sew-Eil -19611 when the science slupervisor from Gary, -Indiana attended a Physical
L

lenceb Stb.dy Committee Institute.. Be_ was enthusiastic about:. their physics

!r gram, 'but, felt -_- that before teachers should use it, they. should attend

spropriate institute p. 29)y Tuition and materials were free anc teachera

st1.-.-;tended eagernes Afterthis -dub Stant lye exposure, science education

the Cary' schools started to change.
. 40

'Kant argues in the Critique of Pure Reason that it is ady a 'sign o
. . ,_., .

x.fidon: to avoid unreasopable qoestions and find the ones that are reasonable: _

= is -co-_ ask. iTo: this purpose,: it s sometimes t-necessary.-to star with a statement
,

the obvioili-i.`namely, that teacher activities essential tea:Ching-Point,. _

. -.- :. - - .- =, ., _ -, .

=,ond 'themselves t .some content to 'be-_-be-_- taught- --and knownby - the teacher .

elzitionships 'between _the_ logical and fjrategic_ activities of _teaching and

ossretent knowledge follow almost by definition., Remote hypotheses--for

ax.mpIe that student achievement depends --on; which bne of the necessary and
!---

inlftsmriant'developmental-stages' the teacher happens

emery of- taxonomies

ass, for that matter

to= be -at, on,the teacher'
_

=

educational objectives, on the formation of teaching

learning) styles p nal to th-epoine-of___idiosyncrasy--
4

"
In 'education, -;the obvious tends .to be _stated in less than .hrneely weys

cntifiS -`as--ft. pertinent the 7curriculdm- deficiency- hypotheses :
1!Iitclieea;-', 'one of ;the inOte le'ar -culkresn of the.=_ lEA -a - is 'that -*the _

?rsence-= or- -absence. of a, t-opic", in generally_ crucial,- 'fa e`to
,students, will !know' it on a test q° ( lnkeles; 1977,, p.



y appeal to -the initiates of various ideologibal carips. But they fire Often -.., _

.?.

mistaken, wiskeading, and unac spry .' =A pnoblem-wrth ove ooking _the obvipui
1. . ...

is: that- attempt to underqtand -nnd;ramedr a , puzz ling or undatis factory
.

state of affairs, such as lack of, student- levnidi, -eeketifugal tendencies are
,

_

liable- to:- be strengthened, thus creating more puzzlenient.-and at is factiOn.
4 -...

. --
When Seudent -achievement' is disappointing, it is useful to recall that .

. . ....... .
teaching is "cond it ioal, upon the : presence- of, educational esintent-In.teacher : ac-

,

. *:

tivities, and that essential activities, of teaching are Condit onal..up n the.

content knowledge of -tegcliea. If command of content i insufficient teacher

education has to address lacks in content knowledge.

as priority in teacher education.end teaching..

if anything is $t o b e regararil as a specific preparatiOn, or
teaching, .Priority must be given-to a ahurough grounding in,
something to teach.- There 4e-other things which a teacher`'
know well--about children, for instance, and the soda conditions
_which shape their lives. But_social workers, 'therapists, and

this sense, content

juvenile employment offices must alsd know.about' these thing.s. A
teacher, in 'so far_ as he is concerned, with teaching and. not just..
therapy;. !socialization, -. or adv.ice about- careers, must: have --

/ -
.

mastered something which he -.can impart . _to other's; Without this he
would be like an actor .who was "exquisitely sensitIve to the .

-

reactions of .an .audience, a master- of gesture'and of subtle ....

inflections of voice,Tbut who omitted to dia one. thing--to learn his-..
words'. (Peters, 1977,.'p.

_ .

-151)

In the next section, I elaborate on the lationship of knowledge that irm-__

is well as plentiful to logical arid strategic activities o f teaching.

A Fir Grasp of,--Gontent-

/
1965) argues that. teachers- at their hest are observersrand

.. -

mental life of learners.. 'The -detachment presupposed in this

--------z___

:o le impl a shift of focus from the teacher 14s -self to learners, and- what
- -- _ - - .

:hey are doing, imagining, and thinking. As -Dewey says, this point is of par. --

. .
Acula importance for- teaching in the early grades when students learn how --to



,earn Subject -matter. On the part sof the teacher- .it requires anideiv of

motel life, a firm grasp of content , Aland -a- conception of _the :student and tne_

relationship between teacher and learner th'at revolves around 'content mn

0

Learning<=-Contemporary -British philosophers share this point of -view see ,

iirst , 1974; Oakeshott, 1972; -Peter 197d), and Wilson (1975) has given it

:he following clear expression.

To be ihterested in education is to' view him ,the student.
Primarily, .43 =a learner: to have in mind -the* process =and enefits
of learning and understandings . themselves, rather than other
goods End to view him under other descriptions only insofar
as these descriptios are importantly relevant to him as a learney.
(p.- 44) .

ea rang' can :he a proces of trial- aiid error. unless errors are
4

-ecognized, the data thr= rovide - simply pass one bye

:rtot,0* _Learneis quire s .Knowledge content

1
n students seem to miss the point or are confused, the remedy is-

edom just a provision. of right answers. Students' 'undeistandiags and

sunderstandings wave to be. traced, fathomed, and responded to by the teacher :

---

o prom' o- t e_-, 'learning Content
.

. ...

oint from the perspective of the

.

tudent Adestions and answers. Responding to 'the concepts and Mental -=.

kqo ledge helps the teacher to see -what . is, the

learner and to recognize the internal. ingio

ctivitied-of learnerslearners can be a process4of considerable intricacy. It

nvolvee side-steppiqg and ''-second-gueSsin the resulting conversational

xchanges can appear odd.' Davis (1980) analyzes a' pedagogical dialogue
.

bserved by P that seems to come straight frdm the Had Hatter's tea
.

.,

(1) 7heteachex- asks 4,aqueat ion, $2) the student= mistakenly___answers _.
a different queii-t-ion.;'-:73)-`tfte 'teacher .----. . identifies the question '--
. - A - . _,,....1 . -. .-

the student _had In mind, arid ,'asks. that question, -(4) tfie student doea
not answer 'the -west ion,Au k asked, but instead_ revises-the answer
to the;' irst t question.* (O.:1170..3.- i

.

-I. ,..' i'', ... 1

.

+ .- -
.,

his °exchange -is q ite common ancr.dseful ,when' students -confuse - addition and



multiplication; does not seem as strange and laborate in this context-.

Teacher: How much is four times four?
% .

Student: - Eight.

Teadher: Bblv such is four plus four?

Student:- It should be sixteen. (Davis, 1980, p. 178).

Teachers' responses to student error require a firm grasp of pertinent

concepts and relations. In this instance, one can usually assume

other instances, this is not so, andunder 'the surface of orderly

------
instructional exchanges or progression on work book assignmentsthe mental

In

=reality of classroom' life may be that of the Had Hatter's tea party;

In a-classic.. study of a sixth-grade student, "Benny,'. Eriwanger (1973)

showed that the creation and use of a complicated set of.idiosyncratic

concepts and rules is 'consistent with the appearance of student learning.
. _

Benny'e mathematical- id is strange and a bit frightening. Learning

ath "ais a il4 goose chase' in ihich he is chas ng particular

answers.':' p.--16/ And the

mEgic "because the ans4ers

in different' =ways

ruled_of mathematics, though invented, work like

rules Can be expressedfrom applying these

'which we thirds' they're- different ,but really they're
"-,

same " (p4 18). --:Benny-prOgressed as one of' :the best pupils through- prograrmse

exercises in adding fractions, and multiplyingdec

answer ght: But sin hi hahits. of_ learning and views of subject ma

- he typically got his

arbitrary ru=bs rather _thae re-a-36ns were dominant.
-

-

Nevertno Benny's

system of rulesinflexible hnd wrongheaded--was certified as achievement.

Evidence on student conceptions and misconceptions is

different subject areas and sbaum, 1978; Nussbaum

1979-- Tamir, Gal-Choppin, novite, 1981).

cognitive structures "frame Davis



cognitive science, Anderson's (1977) observations .hold and have implica

for teaching 'and teacher preparation:

10

OTIS

the-schemata by which students assimilate their- lessons may not be the
ones certified by some discipline or other. This factcan easily escape
detection since the student will often-be able to repeat segments of the
text and lecture even though he/she understands them in terms of an
incorrect, incomplete, or inconsistent framework. Indeed, students may
develop specialized frameworks'for maintaining the particular identity of
lesson material in order to cope with the demand, for veridical
reproduction. (p. '429)

Erlwanger (1973) as well as Lampert (Note 2) point out that what is invo

in.pedagogical response to children' king - -is more' than a change of

teacher behavior. Both authors stress that teachers' attention-to the child.
, -

as a thinker requires a _change

answers changesof right

role-cotaceptilm. The teacher as a ,."provider

to a person intent on understanding and directing

the-mental life of students. Erlwanger, in particular, would like this mental

life to be of a kind that enables the learner to participate with ,othera in

the experience of.maathematcs as a particular form of the-life of the mind.
0

Knowledge Legitimates Teacher Authority,

1
The term udreative spelling is sometimes used to describe deviations from

accepted usagn No

__e point-of_Xeach

ubt nany spelling errors show creative minds_at work.

especially in the elementary grades, however, not

the cult of idiosyncrasy, but the induction into frames of reference with

standards for What is appropriate, true, arid right. The common stock of

reason contains, for example historical lore, elementary arithmetic, and the

Golden Rule, aswell as the basics of grammar and qdally-

removed from idiosyncratic rules and untutored beliefs and the alternative;

specialized conceptions of theorists. Even at this level, the life of reason

in an important sense impeksonal

subjectively validated.

intersubjectively rather than

An expapsion-ofLthe common ock of reason end

conceptual change within it come when individuals know what they are doing and



, are not arbitrary in their deviations.

Partnership in understanding presupposes mutual respect and a real

interest in the thought processes of others. However, in the classroom,

teachers are Ph authority.= They dete mine what is to count as an appropriate

be discounted -as wrong. Thus

they have not only-Social control, but epis emic,control scwell

Unfortunately', teachers act with authority, whether or not they are an

-Authority on subject matter. It is unlikely that youngsters will be able to

assumption and which answers or rules art

distinguish between social and epistemic controlor, if they do, that they

can act on this distinction- -even where the latter is exercised, not by right,

but by power (see Freeman, Note 3).

The merger between social and epistemic authority in schools makes - know-

ledge to the best of-the teache capacity, again, a requirement with more l

dimensions. I have discussed pedagogical reSpOrises to. student error. But
P

students inventiveness that is not wrongheaded must not be penalized simply

because it deviates from the teache ay -of arriving solution, or thW==,_

authority-results and procedures laid out in the textbook. Where teacher

legitiMate and exercised to benefit the student as a learner, rests on =a

thorough grounding in.something to teach.

,Dewey (1904/1965)'held that the "delicate and far-reaching matter of in-

telledtuai responsibility"(p. 147) frequently ignored byrhe teaching

profes- orL This concern bears_ restatement. The teacher's experience,

thoughtfdlly explored, can- yield knowledge and insight -that can help
6

_ .- 4teaching and understanding.children-s'thinking. However, no amount of

reflection, observatidn of students, general ormation and personal'

experience can overcome lacks of knowledge in-areas such as mathematics-and

chemistry, On the other hand, content, knowledge delimits'the significande.of

managementroncerns and affec the very occdrrence of management proble
_
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Given nte May Disappear r

Xnowing something allows us to go, ahead and teach and knowing _a .sub-

. ject-thoroughly means to be mentally organized about it and well preparedtn

teach it general way. Getting ready to teach a lesson means tothink

about what teacher and students will be doing--in substance, grouping,

sequence, and so forth. And having youngsters-do things in reasonable order

--willrelate to UC-t= _ teach presses aid to new

content or responds with care to atudent underStandingst, reacher and students

will be. busy enough with teaching and leer_ ng. Under normal circumstances,-

Management' nested in instruction and requires no separate techniques.

The occurrence and severity of-management problems depend on what the

teacher belieVes -to--be the point of classroom life and that belief in to

is often shaped by the'degree and assurance of teachers' content knowledge

Sheer lacks of content knowledge will be a Powerful factor in predisposing

teachers toward a process vi -of classroom life, while thorough kn ledge

ire -_may tip the conceptdal scale or of. stude__ learning. if learning

-is:seen as the practical end of teacher and student activities, student

questions and remarks that-show engagement bewilderment, and, thoughtfdlness.

will be taken by the teacher as instructional ocoaa cona. When'we look at the-.
s

child as -a. lea , there is no independen4 value in ordet,proMpt obedience,

and' taking tnrn But if proceas_is a primary concern, "teachable momenta"

may go unrecognized or be tackled as challenges to teachei authority. Thus,

some management-problems are made; they appear due to teacher conceptio

abontthe nature of salOol work and lack-; of. content knowledge. _f course,

-rearning conceptions of_classroom _ jrift alone won't{ the-ob. For their

reallzAtion they. depend on teacfier ' substantive capacity to act them - -on

content knowledge that eep and abundant.
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Smith and Andersen (Note 4) have found that procedure is- a key category

as teachers interpret curriculum guides in science- The 18 fifth-grade,

teachers they studied constructed "story lines" from tektbooks;'"For many

primarily procedural" iii nature: a chapter

or activities tb be'done"

teachers Ehis story line is

thought of as a sequence of

17).- The ear_ ng goald,e,

edited and re-arranged

pages to be read

=
,

activities often becom invisible when activities

accommodate procedural considerations.

Anderson (Note 5) identified -.a matching Phenomenon in the thinking of -

first-graders about'school work. Thirty -two students were observed as they

completed their seatwork assignments. These children understood their work in

terms of content coverage rather than learning. On the spot interviews docu-

meat this phenomenon: whatfollows are excerpts`:-

ResearCher: Tell me 'about- this work you're doing. (as student is working
- \

'in math wOrkbook.9 -

-Student:
pages.

Wier :

its is my math. almost done with\g,ii
(Said with excitement)

What was this unit-aboutl

t! . Onlr .two more,

Student 'Veil, when t s- on- 1-get to take-i -home.

Riesdarcher: What were you learning about when vou did this unit?

Student -(brief pause, slightly puzzled expression)- Oh, -I learned.how,
to work hard..

The f011owing exchange occurred

Researcher:

th several students:

t are you learning about when you do this page?

,

Student: (shrugs) si.don't know.

Researcher: Why did the teacher give you this page to do?

Studenti- .

odd.)
'ust our waf24' (said a

Anderson, Note 5,
-
pp. 8-8)

the question seemed very,

researchers report that teacher presentaOnsto these first- graders

f cused'priMarily on procedidre,:hnd rarely-toihed'on the content-related



aspects of assignments. - Their hypothesis, namely, that students' perceptions--

thd point of their work may be related to the information they receive f

Teachers about its is supported by the findings of Smith and Anderson. (Note 4)

regarding teachers' procedural reconstruction of science texts.

During instruction, the-Surfac,e-responses of t 4ehers who have "learning"

-as opposed to "process" views of-classroom life May look similar. But it

..Likely:-that-the-rbent f thoughts during and after teaching will be affected by-

differences in the conception of the point of teacher and student work For,

- while lacks -of subject matter preparation or

lesson,may make teacher resp6nses

a concern for the robustness of a

"teachable moments"' minimal under both

conceptions, a process or management view of teaching will give the teacher a

sense of success and accomplishment wherd interruptions--whatever their source

and potentialhave been contained or suppressed in the flow of activities.
,

However;: the teacher mho, has a learning view of classrobm
.

be more

teacher action falls-short_of p-ro,:--oting student- learning,

and less likely develop a sense of success and accomplishment that is some

what deceptive. 6

Where teacher thinking during instruction

e-Dersheimer, Note 6), deCisions that take

problem - oriented (see

instructional difficulties

-6These obSerVations are -Supported byreSearch on eleMentary-level mathe-
matics lessons (Shroyer, Notz,4 S)' and hy findings from studies (Peterson, Marx_ ,
&-- Clark, ,1978-; Zahorik, 1970)'Lha link teachers' planning to subsequent
instruction. Shroyer found that of the three teachers she studied the teacher
who was most%concerned about promoting -pupil understanding did the most
exploiting of "teachabld momentsA and the teacher who was most bound to
lesson-plans and to obtaining correct answers to prespt questions did the most
avoiding. The larger studies, of teacher planning cited indicate,-among'other
things, that teachers who planned thoroughly but, perhaps_' overly rigidly; were
less senSitive to_pupil needs and less likely to-encourage or,develop pupils'
ideas than teachers %/flu were less ,rigidsor more comprehensive in their

,

planning.
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into account are often postponed. They may not be made

they are not maderby flight either.

Given that teacher approaches

students' beliefs about its..point,

15

ight, but then

assroom life authoritatively influence

a

can furthermore be argued that data
r

_which d -not fit teacher conceptions-are-not only liible to, pass, teachers by,

but are less likely to-he forthcoming in the first place. The effects

these'conceptual traps may be partidularly-unfortunate for low :chievers.

Anderson (Note -5)' analysed the strategies of lo

completed

detr

cult a

achieving,students-as

aignments; she believes that the folio

they

nditions

ct from con_tent'leatning and the development of skills in-learning to

learn:

First,-low achieVerc (or anyone, but it happens .most frequently to them)
are given work that is not easy enough for them to do quickly,,
automatically, and with a clear sense of whether they are correct.
Second, these assignments are given in a setting where working
independently and finishing in-the time allotted is valued and encouraged
by the teacher. Qur present hypothesis is that when these two-conditiohs
are,frequenr;Tatudents.dq not learn to,ask whether their work makes sense
to them.--However, -they-develop other straregies_that allow them nte'get,--
.-the_answer-and.Tget.lintahed, - -

chievers;ere more likely than high achievers to find themselves with

assignments Chat are difficult for them and less likely to expect their-work

to make se se. 3ut the rewards for developing strategies in getting work

done, anyhow, are clear, with predictable eff,_

Two different clam have been made so

on student learning.

this argument. First, con-

tent knoWledge has some payoffs for the logical and strategic activities of

teaching, while training people in the'moves of teaching does each them

its content.. -Second, knowledge,: and u -standing are distinctive ,pointy of
I-

teacher and student work. if the first claim conceded, the route to teach--

strategic and- management through content knowledge ix,reascnhble

because it ited time available for



of teachers, this point is import-ant- If the second claim is d, the

route through content is desirable because inta ins, maybe restore

16

proper attention Of teachers and teacher educators to educational content and

student learning. Oakeshott (1972) lists teiching,activities is mingled pro-

fusion to highlight this relationship.
_

Thus, teaching is a variegated activity which-may include hinting, sug-:
-gesting, urging, coaxing, encouraging,.guiding, pointing out, conversing,
instructing, informing, narrating, lecturing, demonstrating, exercising,
testing, examining, critizing, correcting, tutoring, drilling and se on --
everything, indeed, which does not belie the engazement to impart an
understanding. (pp.-25-26) ,

In what follows, I will advance a links knowledge about
,

knowledge to a particular form of classroom life and a species -of pedagogical

knowledge.

luting Go of Certainty

P
Why- does thunder =follow 'lightning? Why does Johnny aiwUys, hit Mary?

Teachers who attempt- to-answer such questions in ways that are satisfactory tq

thetselvesl while being clear and-understandable totheir-O7Udience, benefit

greatly from scholhrshlp (Scheffley, 1968)::. is the case not,only because

scholarship lends depth and clarity to their answers, but because scholarship

brings awarene of.the fact that groups of phenomena can be unde-rstood, and,-

indeed, perceived in different ways. If not always appropriate as a-source of

instructional content, learned uncertainty is,&pedagogical asset It helps

the teacher tO'Icolc.and-to listen in a simple and direct-, fashiOn-and- without
-

epiatemicsarrogance "for which the history of science glyes no

The knowledge that allows teacherg to come up -with answers that they kind

compelling, to themselves is the knowledge that opens the door tb uncertainty.
--,-

Itmmkes a relationship cf equal respect between teacher and lea po sible.

*Hawkins `cites_ an example-in point!



One of the nicest stories of this kind that I know comes from a 4gur3g
'physicist friend who was very learned . . My wife was asking him to
explain somethitig to her about two coupled pendulums. He said, "Well,
now; you can see-that there's a conversion of . Well, there's really
a conservation of angle here." 'she looked up at.him. "Well',.you see, in
the transfer of energy from one pendulum to the other ther is . ."

and so on and so on. And she s'aid, "No, don't, mean that. I want you
to 'notice this and tell me what's happening." Finally, he looked at the
aendulums and he saw what_sht u7as asking. He looked at it, and= he looked
t her. and he grinned and said,_!!Wall.,_I-know thetight-words but I

don't understand it either." This confession, wrung from a potential
teacher, I've always-Valued very much. It proves that were In it
together. (fe. 62)

Teachers and= students can meet on the common ground of Uncettainty_ But

uncertainty comes in learned and untutored versions. La-the Republic,

Socrates leads-With a gbod deal -of guile--a group of adults to a common,

reasoned understanding of the ideal structure of society. But Socrates'

tr teaching comes at the end, when he teases the people who have become

s:fallowe

so?"

ith a line th amounts to saying "Y.ps it is thus But Is it

caching, the aim give the child reason" (Du6kworthi Note

means.to reatyoungaters as persons with a min :Tand-

them In respecting,the mental integrity and force of

heir quest. for understanding. And their understandings

innocuous, liapid, and.trLvial. Banalities

children, one honors-

need not. be about ma- erathat ar

"about the home, _then the friendly n and trashman, then, the-toriumun0... itY

- . 1

a poor way to compete with.the-child!i own dramasams and-myst eries

(Bruner, 1968, p.:160). (See ,*4140-Bettelheimelan,:l982.'),

(1982 the Chairma_ of,..-theb ard of.the Sc

ation suggests

tha the introductory courses in science at all levels.from grade school.
throug college, be radically revised....-At the 0W:set, befoie 4ny-of-
the fund entals, teach the still imponderable -puzzles of-coimOlogy,
Describe as arly as possible, for the youngest minds,- that there "are

Thus Thomas

Publicentiftal Institute for



some things going on in th-e universe that lie 1 beyond compxehen
and make it plain howlittle is known.

Do not teach that biology is'a useful and perhaps profitable
science.... Teach,instead that there are structures squirming inside each
of our cells Ehat provide all the energy for living. Essentially foreign
creatures, these lineal descendents of bacter,i'd were)prought-in for sym-
biotic liviig a billion or so years ago. Teach them wt do not have the
ghost of an idea haw they got there, where-they came from. (p. 91)

Teachers interact with students as-the-first-gnd bften' only rep esdntatives

the life of the. mind. The empirical fact ti-'ht different sorts of content are

taught at different levels of schooling (e.g., learning about uncertainty and

r -faun_ f knowledge occurs_primarily at the doctoral

level) amounts _to a radical equity problem in the distribution of educational

opportunities (Bernstein, 1975; Meyer, 1980).

Respect for Student Integrity

from the point view of theory of knowledge there is a oak and. a

ng version of the pr ple o respect for student 'integrity (Petrie,

1981). .The strong version:_casts all- knnwledge claiMs as principle on a

Niels Bohr was just fond of his Opinions About atom However Petrie

points out, "it might be urged that most i.f. not all Of the time, the

contained in the disciplines are simply better student's reasons"

29). The weaker version o f the_Trinciple of ddent- integrity

res that students, like anyone se, be treated andthat is argued here: requ

regarded .an the . pOtential Source of_ thoughts And behavior that Make sense

This equality of respect does- not commit the teacher to a relativiintid stance

right to whatever youngsters happen to beeduces what' is true.

,

in, thus depriving them_ of the benefiti 'of accumulated knowledge and good

sen ee Kohlberg & Mayer

crucial to understand that lacks of factual

over subject matter can lead the teacher to an Lincoascioug applicat



.opscious endorsement. of the troublesome strong version of the principle

student imegrity- B. Othanel Smith (1972)'gives an example in. point. During

ology, lesson the:question came how "thoroughbred"' could.be defined;4

One of the pupils insisted .that his definition was true and that all the
others x4ere'false; thoroughbred race horse _is a flat race horse origi --
nating in England,"'he said. After some discussion, an observer in the-
room asked if the following would,be acceptable, "a flat rice horse
vriginating inEngland we choose to call a thoroughbred." The pupil

t 4PPlied, "No, you do not.chddse to call pima, thoroughbred. That is what
he is." ."128)'-

Students confused definitions with facts;,they 'identified statements about

words with statements about the .world. The teacher did not know th e meaning

of "definition" and did not correct this misconception

king definitions and classification schAes as, mimic statements of

fa; _ has repercussions social perceptiOw. Terms such as "angora rabbit "
. _

and."thorenighbred racehorse" are, logically equivalent terms that designate-

ple,as members of groupathat are,seen qs different in society. Bias in

Matters of class, sex, ulture or race -_is impossible to combat unless people

f,terms'Stidh as -"gir111 and

deacribe,

understand the conventional_ and

"boy" or 'paverty-stricxen and

valuative aspect

'advantaged." Such words; do not just

what is the case, but they make a case that implies hypotheses and

-preicriptions about, the different-behaviors and-character

..:_social groups.

of members

Teachers-haVe,civ,id responsibilities which hey dan'take on to the extent

that they are eddcated,persons. As,thehistpry of- science and the theory o

knowledge show even statements about` the world describe facts as

theta, and are Open

ways seeing thin

revision-on the basis of new evidence and altern ve



Flexible Control of Subject attar

Where knowledge is well understood it will not be confused with the

comforts of settled opinion. Knowiredge-about how and why a set cif

-propositions comes'to be called knowledge encourages the williognesa to be

surprised by new evidence (Scheffier., 1977). -The history and theciry of

knowledge can shape teachers'dispoitions so that thoughts and beliefs Are

entertained seriously but as hypotheses held-li -ghtly.

teacher conceptions more than thet logicality, clar

extent, their truth--is'a Safeguard of thought that is

Tice mobility of

Y, arid, ,to a certain

free

20

o live up to the

commitments of teaching (see Brophy & Good, 1974). It is here that the

.

subject - expert pure and pimple and the teacher part 'company.- For,

although-mobility as a habit of mind is Central to the, work of both, the point

of-this-mobility marks out different enterprises (Wilson, 1975- 7 Dustin, Note

-.9). And- though communication is central to what-scientists as

classroom teachers.do their principal audiencesean be dig

11 as

ngdished as

universal-, often remote in time and place, versus concrete, part

mesa Apably there.

, -

Scientists, mathemdticiang, and poets strive - toward integration

parsimony in doing ChingS.-with - symbols so that they can approximate more

closely what is true and beautiful. Teachers, strrve toward clarity in order

to increase knowledge and understanding yodhgsters. A great part of the

dif -ith-masterY-of Subject matter.-- But another part lies in the-

diffictiltypf-dnde standing and communicating with other minds--minda of

-people-divided fro the teacher, certainly by age and often by sex, race,

ure and language--(Soltis 1981Y. In, his 'cies book on teaching,- Bighet

966) 'clarifies what teachers have 'think about heir a

thdents- reason:

to give
.



You must think, not what you know, but what they do not. know; not what
you find hatd, but what they will find hard; then,.after putting yourself
inside their minds, .obstinate-or puzzled, groping or mistaken aathey
are, explain what they need to learn. (p. 280)

The pursuit of student achievement often results in simplification given "the -

sense of 'pruning' or 'stepping, down to a lower level" (K sch, 1976).

Teaching that does not dilute or A1stort knowledge from the disciplines while

reaching a variety of students requ sres a wideand theoretically

differentiated knowledge of subject matter. This flexible understanding can

provide multiple entry points for students who differ in outlook and

cUpacities (see Hawkins, Note 10; for geometry, Vollrath, 1976;

.Karplusl Note 11).

r physics,

In learning, ontogeny sometimes s-philogenyt _What individuals learn

unlearn pay repeat episodes of=growth and conceptual changein the. common.
.

atock'of reason. As research OR subject-matt specific :udent conceptions

has shown (Novick_ & Nussbaum, 19781 Nussbaum 1979; Tamir, GAI-Choppin,'4-

NUssinovitg, 1981)1yOungsters are divided and crest

about, f- example). the nature of matte

their- beliefs

(e.g., continuous versus

particulate), the earth as a cosmic body ( .g., flat versus sphe 'cal),'or

principle of life (e.g.,

and reprodu tion).

completely

animism vs biological attribu es such as nutrition

History does, of course, neither necessarily nor

repeat itself. -But.the evolutibn'of scie underatanding in

general and the history of'the disciplines provide the teacher with a.

-collection of-exAmplds of -conceptual change.

by looking both.at-individuals' cognitive Scheme and haw they ..have
.

developed and at the development:of intellectual discipinea Virepay be
ablelto-see the crucial points.ofIonceptual.changel compare themrand-s
how-they might justifiably be made bongruent.-(Fetrie, 1976,

_In 'teaching,* requirements the depth and-:-breadth of.content knowledge shade

moral imperatives.



Telling the Story of Knowl

Telling the story of know,ledgd'is

mes into.being; it

that lie concealed i

give an acco

22

of how --

reveal the ways and means of doming-to knowledge,

knowledge as an end 'result. Telling a story is

sociated with a powerfuj pedagogy; it means to includethe,dimensions

time and,change ands- with that, of variation and choice- The story of

J
knowledge shows to 6bth teachers-and students that great scholar's in other,

ages have thought in ways that

astronomers have written- a -sound and enchanting curriculum for children

e now dismiss,.,too readily as childish. Thus

rganEzed historically around = themes like "Charting the Universe" aid "The

Universe in Motion;" the latter theme

centers bn accounting for coon observations-!like the daily apparent.
Motion of the sun, moon, and stars, and most particuvt,larly the apparent
motion bf the 'planet;. We emtiarW in cOnsiderabi detail about geocentric

-..
_.

and heliocentric models of the solar system and point out that' in the
seventeenth century thg finest- observational astronomers, like :Tycho,-

.

preferred, the geocentric model. A few, with exactly the-same data at the'c.
same time, preferred the heliocentric. (Atkin, Note 12, pp. 6-7

_ -

Here the point is not- so much. the-parallelism between. the growth and chahge of

knowledge in a domain of enquiry, and conceptual change in children, bun tht

,fact,that data alone can't-tell a story.

-Ho one' livts in rei People think and act by perceptions and inten-

tions that construe and reach beyond-the-immediately given. Schooled, imagine -

disciplined imagination. But schools can be plades-where the

f thought can be'-liberating.

theory of kno-

shaping

Initiation intothe history an

ledge halps.teachera and students to see e humah ind-at work,

and; conditions of i existence. is'knoWledge,brings

part of the hdman condit

ination. Every stedent has the right

erstanding that freedom is one

6. while other-part
_

initiated, into what

s debe

baffling about the.social and natural world: thg



sunset, the ocean, family life, and the sorial organization labor.

Epistemology, ethics, and pedagogy converge in Lcontent.

Summary and Conclusions

In this hierarChiCal-argdMent I-hAV-6-614thine4 theplace- of -cont nt know-

ledge in teaching, such as' it logically is, and such as it _c uld and should

be. Content knowledge a logical precondition for the activities of

teaching; without it,-teacher activities such as asking questions or planning'

lessons hang-altogether the air. This reminder about the meaning of the

term "teachingur.does not set inimal or desirable levels of content knowlddge.

It simply clarifies the intrinsic connection between content. knoutledgeand.

teaching as a distinctive, form of professional work.

,`When we consider under what conditions a teacher can legitimately be the

intellectual leader of a group, we find that a firm grasp of content and abun-

dant
.

knowledge are required. Lacks Inthe depth.and assurance of teachers'.

content knowledge can act as conceptual and behavioral traps that. lead
-

teachers and students awayfromE.education

MiscanceptIons--and-procedural-p-oncerns.'

to outward forms of achievement,

Studies: in research on teaching suggest that the

ward matters of process affects.student opportunities to learn directly-,

teachers',orientation

through teacher behavi

of:the nature
e

and, indirectly, through haping-student conceptions

work-, There is some evidence for the notion that

teacher oti.enta on toward prodeSs may come by defaul

from lack of content knot

.

content can also be

ledge)._

an express
0

that it stems,

But an orientation toward process as opposed-

on of teacher beliefs (Carew ightfoot,

Here a straightforward conce for responsible action requires that

txtafre teachers gain awareness the historical and personal adurcesof the
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and of any empirical'and conceptual consequences for students that

these beliefs might have

If we do not wapt to miss the practical and ethical mark of teaching, the

idea of teachers' intellectual responsibility has to be taken ser usly. _But_

for teachers, factual and conceptual control of content is not enough.

firm grasp of =subject matter has -to be relaxed to allow for its pedagogical or

"fluid" control, that is "the extent to which the teacher holds kn ledge

flexibly and easily, incorporating nec

dIsebnance and ambiguity, and keeping the door open to alternate points

or conflicting information, tolerating

-vieW Joyce Z-Berootuntan, 1967, p. 40).

Given the pedagogical -equirement for flexible control of subject matter,

knowledge of epistemology and histOry. of science is a specific'preparation for

teaching.- tentent knowledge of this kind and: at this level deepens

'understanding a knowledge and Subject matter, encourages the mobility c

teacher conceptions and yields pedagogical knowledge
,
in the form of multiple

and fluid \co'nceptionS..-It,also contributes to a form of 'clapsroom life in

:which all.participants are seen A' reated-esthe potential source of

thoughts and actions that makes sense. -Thus, as the stringency of content

knowledge requirements Is,increased, the yields_ of content knowledgefor

teaching. are increased and diversified,: Content knowledge lends.. substance,

_

-irength, and rightness to the activities'of teaching.

So-What Follows?

It is no good.having teachers who are ill-informed. Few people will dis

agree ith this. But -Lcf act on this 'simple insight

. dispassionately a keliefs and i

_ iS.neceseary to loqk

utional realities that dilute or c-Towd

n teacher education and teaching.
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oublesome,

no less so than unexamined beliefs in "learning by doing," end the unreal

goals that seem to come with the territoryT The philosophy and *s__-m-1

sciences of education compass much thdE is dry theory and energetic folly.

Thus I submit three pleas for discussion.

No more learningby,doing._ Student or practice teaching should ,either be

dispensed with as a frill (grid an often miseducative one at that), or be

institutionalized in earnest after graduation. In this case, subject - natter

experts hould supervise all beginning eachers, regardless'of levels of

schooling__3he obvious_model is-the-train-mg-of-physicians i Ls

qn-knowledge and appropriate action in the face of unce nty (Coser, 1979;

Fox, 1957).

Use all time allotted to conventional forms of:classrocim induction for the
.

study- of the history and conceptual' foundatioS of a specalired academic'

subject.

No more soap operas in learning to teach. It is not evident that u

city 'Cula ought to reflect the-problem of new professionais or be geared'

toward-the psychological adjustment f beginners. In,takingon the teacher

role, transitional problems are normal.and should

who have fantasies abmnr their effects.

to do their-ork.with the necessaryper

of be made much of. people _

as teachers or who cannot settle doWn-

tence an

ache s. Instead o interpersonal 'skills and pa

about the

More

subject-matter specific conceptions and

ttack should__ not-become

-teacher relat ns teach

misconceptions of learners.

inspirational education. The teacher's calling-a dignity.- it

requires a-good mind and heart nd'a sense of bligation.-. ,teacher's, work.1- ,

-:gtVgs-iuvlp:aeqess the- Mind. afraid.' to- -tell futute-
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teachers so. In --ad- of so-called-educational theories and, the foundations of

education, -ieI them stud: the lives of people who took teaching seriously.

None of this-is surprising. But for the requisite mix cf sophistication

and common sense, we will have to draw on sources outside o schools and-col-1,

ages education.
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